Cobalt timing chain replacement

Caution: With the timing chain removed, avoid turning the camshaft or crankshaft. If movement
is required, exercise extreme caution to avoid valve damage caused by piston contact.
Disconnect and isolate battery ground cable. Raise and support vehicle with jack stands.
Remove front fender liner. Turn drive belt tensioner clockwise. Remove serpentine drive belt.
Remove crankshaft balancer bolt using harmonic balancer holder GM tool No. JA, or equivalent,
to ensure crankshaft does not rotate while loosening mounting bolt. Remove crankshaft
balancer. Remove engine front cover to water pump bolts, Fig. Remove remaining engine front
cover mounting bolts. Remove engine front cover gasket. Loosen vent hose clamp at air cleaner
resonator, air cleaner intake duct clamp at air cleaner outlet resonator. Loosen air cleaner outlet
resonator to throttle body clamp, located forward of accelerator cable bracket. Remove air
cleaner resonator to accelerator bracket bolt. Remove throttle body resonator, air cleaner intake
duct and vent hose. Disconnect accelerator and cruise control cables from throttle body, then
the bracket. Remove PCV valve. Remove fuel line brackets and brake booster hose pipe from
brackets. Remove ground strap. Remove mounting bolts and camshaft cover. Turn engine until
crankshaft sprocket mark aligns with second silver link at five o'clock position. Lower vehicle.
Ensure intake camshaft sprocket INT diamond is aligned with copper link at two o'clock
position, Fig. Ensure exhaust camshaft sprocket EXH triangle is aligned with silver link at 10
o'clock position, Fig. Remove timing chain tensioner. Remove fixed timing chain guide access
plug. Remove fixed timing chain guide, Fig. Remove upper timing chain guide, Fig. Remove
exhaust camshaft sprocket bolt and camshaft sprocket using suitable 24 mm wrench to hold
camshafts, Fig. Remove timing chain tensioner guide, Fig. Remove intake camshaft sprocket
bolt, intake camshaft sprocket and timing chain through top of cylinder head, Fig. Remove
crankshaft sprocket, balance shaft drive chain tensioner and adjustable balance shaft chain
guide. Remove small balance shaft drive chain guide. Remove upper balance shaft drive chain
guide, Fig. Remove balance shaft drive chain, Fig. Install upper balance shaft chain guide.
Install balance shaft drive chain with colored links lined up on marks on balance shaft drive
sprockets and crankshaft sprocket, Fig. Place copper link so it aligns with intake side balance
shaft sprocket timing mark. Move clockwise around chain, place first chrome link inline with
timing mark on crankshaft drive sprocket, five o'clock position. Install chain on water pump
drive sprocket. Align last chrome link with timing mark on exhaust side balance shaft drive
sprocket. Install small balance shaft chain guide. Tighten balance shaft chain guide bolts. Install
adjustable balance shaft drive chain guide. Install timing chain tensioner. Remove paper clip
from balance shaft drive chain tensioner. Install crankshaft sprocket with timing mark at five
o'clock position, Fig. Lower timing chain through opening in top of cylinder head and ensure
chain installs around both sides of cylinder block bosses. Install intake camshaft sprocket with
INT diamond at two o'clock position, Fig. Hand tighten new intake camshaft sprocket bolt.
Install timing chain around crankshaft sprocket with second silver link aligning with timing
mark. Install timing chain around intake camshaft sprocket with copper link aligning with INT
diamond. Install timing chain tensioner guide through opening in top of cylinder head. Install
exhaust camshaft sprocket with timing chain silver link at EXH triangle aligned ten o'clock
position, Fig. Install suitable 24 mm wrench to rotate camshaft slightly, until exhaust sprocket
aligns with camshaft. Hand tighten new exhaust camshaft sprocket bolt. Install fixed timing
chain guide. Apply sealant, GM part No. Install timing chain upper guide. Measure timing chain
tensioner when fully compressed; tensioner will measure 2. Install suitable rubber tipped tool,
place tool down through camshaft drive to contact timing chain, release tensioner using sharp
contact downwards. Install suitable 24 mm wrench to hold camshaft, Fig. Torque mounting bolt
to 63 ft. Install valve cover. Install front engine cover. Torque front cover bolts to 18 ft. Torque
crankshaft balancer bolt to 74 ft. Install accessory drive belt. Inspect cooling system and fill to
proper level with recommended coolant, as required. Fill engine crankcase to proper level with
recommended engine oil. Connect battery ground cable. Start engine and confirm proper
operation, and ensure there are no leaks. Clear DTC s using a suitably programmed scan tool.
Remove front floor console. Ensure that parking brake lever is in fully released position.
Disconnect the negative battery cable. Remove the camshaft cover. Remove the timing chain
tensioner, Caution: With the timing chain removed, avoid turning the camshaft or crankshaft. If
movement is required, exercise extreme caution to avoid valve damage caused by piston
contact. Disconnect and isolate battery ground cable. Raise and support vehicle with jack
stands. Remove front fender liner. Turn drive belt tensioner clockwise. Remove serpentine drive
belt. Remove crankshaft balancer bolt using harmonic balancer holder GM tool No. JA, or
equivalent, to ensure crankshaft does not rotate while loosening mounting bolt. Remove
crankshaft balancer. Remove engine front cover to water pump bolts, Fig. Remove remaining
engine front cover mounting bolts. Remove engine front cover gasket. Loosen vent hose clamp
at air cleaner resonator, air cleaner intake duct clamp at air cleaner outlet resonator. Loosen air

cleaner outlet resonator to throttle body clamp, located forward of accelerator cable bracket.
Remove air cleaner resonator to accelerator bracket bolt. Remove throttle body resonator, air
cleaner intake duct and vent hose. Disconnect accelerator and cruise control cables from
throttle body, then the bracket. Remove PCV valve. Remove fuel line brackets and brake booster
hose pipe from brackets. Remove ground strap. Remove mounting bolts and camshaft cover.
Turn engine until crankshaft sprocket mark aligns with second silver link at five o'clock
position. Lower vehicle. Ensure intake camshaft sprocket INT diamond is aligned with copper
link at two o'clock position, Fig. Ensure exhaust camshaft sprocket EXH triangle is aligned with
silver link at 10 o'clock position, Fig. Remove timing chain tensioner. Remove fixed timing chain
guide access plug. Remove fixed timing chain guide, Fig. Remove upper timing chain guide,
Fig. Remove exhaust camshaft sprocket bolt and camshaft sprocket using suitable 24 mm
wrench to hold camshafts, Fig. Remove timing chain tensioner guide, Fig. Remove intake
camshaft sprocket bolt, intake camshaft sprocket and timing chain through top of cylinder
head, Fig. Remove crankshaft sprocket, balance shaft drive chain tensioner and adjustable
balance shaft chain guide. Remove small balance shaft drive chain guide. Remove upper
balance shaft drive chain guide, Fig. Remove balance shaft drive chain, Fig. Install upper
balance shaft chain guide. Install balance shaft drive chain with colored links lined up on marks
on balance shaft drive sprockets and crankshaft sprocket, Fig. Place copper link so it aligns
with intake side balance shaft sprocket timing mark. Move clockwise around chain, place first
chrome link inline with timing mark on crankshaft drive sprocket, five o'clock position. Install
chain on water pump drive sprocket. Align last chrome link with timing mark on exhaust side
balance shaft drive sprocket. Install small balance shaft chain guide. Tighten balance shaft
chain guide bolts. Install adjustable balance shaft drive chain guide. Install timing chain
tensioner. Remove paper clip from balance shaft drive chain tensioner. Install crankshaft
sprocket with timing mark at five o'clock position, Fig. Lower timing chain through opening in
top of cylinder head and ensure chain installs around both sides of cylinder block bosses.
Install intake camshaft sprocket with INT diamond at two o'clock position, Fig. Hand tighten new
intake camshaft sprocket bolt. Install timing chain around crankshaft sprocket with second
silver link aligning with timing mark. Install timing chain around intake camshaft sprocket with
copper link aligning with INT diamond. Install timing chain tensioner guide through opening in
top of cylinder head. Install exhaust camshaft sprocket with timing chain silver link at EXH
triangle aligned ten o'clock position, Fig. Install suitable 24 mm wrench to rotate camshaft
slightly, until exhaust sprocket aligns with camshaft. Hand tighten new exhaust camshaft
sprocket bolt. Install fixed timing chain guide. Apply sealant, GM part No. Install timing chain
upper guide. Measure timing chain tensioner when fully compressed; tensioner will measure 2.
Install suitable rubber tipped tool, place tool down through camshaft drive to contact timing
chain, release tensioner using sharp contact downwards. Install suitable 24 mm wrench to hold
camshaft, Fig. Torque mounting bolt to 63 ft. Install valve cover. Install front engine cover.
Torque front cover bolts to 18 ft. Torque crankshaft balancer bolt to 74 ft. Install accessory drive
belt. Inspect cooling system and fill to proper level with recommended coolant, as required. Fill
engine crankcase to proper level with recommended engine oil. Connect battery ground cable.
Start engine and confirm proper operation, and ensure there are no leaks. Clear DTC s using a
suitably programmed scan tool. Chevrolet Cobalt Owners Manual. Hood Release To open the
hood, do the following. Pull the interior hood release lever with this symbol on it. It is located
under the instrument panel on the driver's side of the vehicle. Then go to the front of the vehicle
and push the secondary hood release lever to the left. It is located Disconnect the negative
battery cable. Remove the camshaft cover. Remove the timing chain tensioner, See also:
Chevrolet Cobalt Owners Manual. Part Quality. We recommend the following online resources
for trustworthy information about Chevrolet Cobalt maintenance, repair and service. These
resources deliver honest real world ownership perspectives and useful facts for anyone
researching the cost to replace the timing chain on the Chevrolet Cobalt. Cost estimates are
based on industry average productivity levels for the repair and local labor rates charged by
experienced automotive professionals. These estimates show a range of fair prices for your
vehicle and geographic area. Auto repair shop prices are set by each shop and may be different
than price ranges estimated here - particularly if the scope of work varies from that described
here. Homewyse is a trademark of Costwyse LLC. All other trademarks used herein are
trademarks of their respective owners. Zip Code. Remove components as needed to gain
access to cam sprocket and timing chain. Replace cam sprocket and timing chain with new
items. Install new tensioners, guides and other timing chain related wear parts. Install new seals
and gasket s. Reconnect components and replace drained engine fluids. Parts - Wheel Bearing
New, double row ball bearing. Includes seal and manufacturer recommended lubrication,
mounting clips and hardware. Parts - Oil Filter New multiply filter with O-ring. Parts - Motor Oil

New multi-viscosity motor oil, fortified with cleaning and anti-sludge agents. Includes rust and
corrosion inhibitors. Nitrate and Phosphate free. Disposal fees Fees for proper handling and
environmentally responsible disposal and recycling of used fluids, parts, and materials. I have a
chevy cobalt I got it hung up in the snow a couple weeks ago, and in the process of trying to get
it out the engine started making a ticking sound, it would get louder if id go faster The roads
around here were awful and I couldnt get it in anywhre I checked my oil as the car was past due
for an oil change, and put some oil in it, one day the car just died and wouldnt restart, it would
turn over, but nothing, after a family member got to looking at it they found a broke peice on the
timing chain Im trying to figure out what the liklihood is that there is damage to my engine? The
first thing is don't drive it or run it until its fixed. And if it has to go in to a shop for work have it
towed. If it still turns over it is not too likely that you've bent anything But if that timing chain
actually breaks the valves and the pistons will collide and it will be all over for that engine. I
speak from experience. Ask them to do a compression check if the engine is not apart already.
That will give you some idea if any engine damage has already occured. If it checks out OK,
have the chain replaced and you should be fine. They are tough little engines and good for a lot
of miles if you don't neglect them. Did I mention that I speak from experience? Linda answered
5 years ago. Thank you. I found this very helpful as my chevy cobalt just had this problem. They
told me that it is likely the motor is damaged. After reading this, I called them and asked them to
do a compression check. They are going to do that and get back with me I got it hung up in the
snow a couple weeks ago, and in the process of trying to get it out the engine started making a
ticking sound, it would get louder if id go fa Car wouldn't start Guy said he thinks it's my timing
chain. Said for price I should replace motor. Why not replace timing chain. Put new timing Chain
in a 05 Chevy cobalt 2. Put it back together and it acts like it had no compression what could be
the issue. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Timing chain issues. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Cobalt question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Chevrolet Cobalt Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Automotive Forums. I have a Cobalt LS that threw a check
engine light a few days ago. The car displayed a service traction error and died. The car was
able to start but can't go much faster than 40 mph. Took to chevy dealer and they determined
the timing chain tensioner was in the lock position and the chain had lots of slack. Mind you the
car would start and even idle okay. You can smell gas after you kill the car. The dealer warned
me no guarantee there is not not valve damage. Some reading Ive been doing on these ecotec
engines is even if the chain doesnt break, you could still have bent valves. Is it worth the
gamble to do the repair or are the odds against me here? Would the car drive and idle fine if this
were the case? Does the fact the car would try and die after 40 mph already mean I have major
engine problems? Please chime in as I need to make a decision in a couple of days Thanks. I am
missing something here Please don't tell me it's in diagnostics! I'm figuring labor and parts The
dealer charged 35 for the computer diagnostic and then to "tear it down" to see what was
wrong. They have pulled the valve cover and timing cover. That's it. They want more to put new
chain and parts back on but won't guarantee I don't have damage. My bad for going to dealer.
Anyways I don't have a good feeling on this since I have read in soo many places any timing
chain slippage or breakage will result in engine damage. Why are cars made this way? Well
that's the positive I tell myself. The car wanting to die past 40 mph is what has me wondering.
Only way to really know is put the parts on and see what happens. I know we are talking about a
chain problem here, but could a secondary problem be a restricted exhaust? By the way, did
you ever hear a noise from the timing chain cover when you revved the engine? The odb2 codes
were p and p Timing chain is one of the causes. I don't think it's a restricted exhaust. The
bottom line is until the chain and parts are installed I won't know. If I had a spare vehicle, I could
diagnose this myself for a lot cheaper. As usual everything seems to be an emergency when
you got 5 drivers in your family. Just realized I did not answer your question. The car has had a
cold start rattle for a while. If I had addressed the issue sooner, probably would not be in this
situation. Once the car would start the rattle subsided. Now after this last issue, when I gave the
car gas you could hear the rattle clearly. So I imagine its gotten slowly worse over the last few
months. I worked for GM and there are good techs, and not so good techs, just like any shop
They should have heard the rattle on start up, and not wasted time on diagnosis The rattle
would progressively get worse, until the chain would break, and then you would have bent
valves and other problems In your case, at minimum, the chain and tensioner should be
replaced, the rest inspected I'm sure there is a bulletin TSB out there for this problem Just for

ha-ha's, ask their S. Thanks Tech II. Ill keep you posted. Will hopefully know by Tuesday what
the story is. Chevy guy said the engine had some sludge in it as well. Not sure why. We have
kept the car serviced regularly ever 3K to 5K miles. I have the complete estimate if your
interested and the parts they were going to order. Well looks like the gamble paid off.
Compression is within specified limits and car appears to run fine. I'll drive it a few days to work
before I give back to my daughter but hopefully bought a little more time for her. So the saga is
replacing a timing chain was a TON of labor on this deal. This feels way over the top but at least
the car is fixed. While the GM shop diagnosed this correctly, they charged too much in their
diagnosis My question is, did they put the car back together and you brought it to the other
shop? Or did they leave it apart, and you had it towed to another shop? Was the cost per hour?
The dealer did not put it back together. The way they explained the quote to do the repair was in
addition to the diagnosis. It is possible I misunderstood. If I had them put it back together, it
would have been additional labor. I had another shop do it. The dealer really indicated they
would rather put a new motor in the car than try the repair. I guess they were afraid there was
more damage to the motor. Had they cranked the car which I assumed they did to read the
codes maybe they did not have to , they would have seen the car idled fine. Here is the latest
since driving the car today. I filled the car up this morning. I drive 42 miles all highway miles to
work. The car was getting 30 mpg before the repair. I got When I got out of the car at work and
home, you can smell a gas odor. After doing a little research, it appears there is a recall on the
fuel pump due to the fuel line connectors plastic cracking in hot weather states. I will check
tomorrow morning to see if I have a fuel leak. If not, Ill have to see what is causing the gas odor
smell. I wonder if GMTech1 can look up the labor time for replacing a timing chain on this
engine If you ever have a concern with a GM dealership, you can always reach out to our
customer care team. We can contact your GM dealership to assist with understanding your
concern and assisting with a resolution. Will you be going to your same mechanic or a GM
dealership for your recall? Whichever you decide, remember we are here to assist with any GM
dealership. I may have got a letter in the mail but frankly dont know if I did. I would assume the
recall is still available for me. I also thought you had to go to a GM dealership to get the repair.
Please let me know your thoughts on how to proceed. Update today. I drove the care a few
miles, parked the car and left running. Gas smell is still prevelant but none leaking that I can
see. The gas smell is comming from the engine so I am beginning to wonder if the injectors are
providing too much fuel? Saw on some other forums if the upstream O2 sensor is
malfunctioning, then the car can run too rich or too lean. Also on the mileage, I saw on another
forum where the instrument reading is an average mpg, not actual. So I had to run into town and
decided to reset the average mpg and see what it got this trip. Actually got So now I'm less
concerned with a leak and think this is more of a sensor issue. So how much more now to get
the 02 sensors replaced? Parts don't look too expensive but changing them does not look
trivial. You can private message me your name, address, VIN, and phone number so I can look
into this for you. I will let you know if your vehicle is associated and set up an appointment for
you at your local GM dealership. They replaced the fuel pump at no cost. Gas smell appears to
have subsided and hopefully I'm good to go for a while. I am glad you were able to have this
concern resolved. If you ever need assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out. A bad timing
belt or timing chain can be a serious issue. If it jumps a tooth, or breaks entirely it can lead to
permanent engine damage. Timing belts are made out of rubber and nylon, unlike a timing chain
which looks a lot like a bicycle chain. For all intents and purposes, they create the same
symptoms when they go bad. Timing belts are not that common. Smaller cars, particularly
Japanese made ones, can use timing belts instead of a timing chain. They are most commonly
found on four cylinder engines. The timing tensioner can also go bad. The tensioner keeps this
from happening by keeping a consistent amount of force on the belt. So, as the belt stretches it
adjusts for this stretching. If you are going to replace the tensioner, make sure to swap the belt
as well. Most manufacturers will recommend changing the timing belt at 60k or k miles.
Although, it can vary. Where a lot of people get into trouble is when they buy a used car with k
no realizing that the belt service is going to be immediately due. Good luck with your Cobalt. If
there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. We would
appreciate it. You might hear it slapping around as the engine cranks over. If this is the case,
the damage is already done. Noise â€” A good indication that a timing belt has gone bad is
going to be noise. There may be a sound of rubber beating against something. The timing belt is
responsible for keeping the camshaft s in sync with the crankshaft. If the timing belt has moved,
that means that the valves will open and close at the wrong time. This will lead to a performance
decrease. Loss of Fuel Mileage â€” Fuel mileage will suffer when the engine is no longer kept in
time. It should grip your finger as you lightly brush across it. If it is slippery and dry, that is a
great indication it could be bad as well. But, if it has jumped, the check engine light will very

likely come on. At the least, you should get some sort of misfire relate codes. Conclusion:
Chevy Cobalt Timing Chain Symptoms Most manufacturers will recommend changing the
timing belt at 60k or k miles. Could it have damaged anything because I already bought the new
chain and water pump I'm praying it didn't damage anything because I really need my car for
work can someone please help me with this I Really appreciate it. Paul answered 5 years ago.
It's a rubber belt and I doubt any damage has taken place. Glad you decided to change the water
pump as well Bob answered 5 years ago. It likely jumped time due to a tensioner failure. It is an
interference engine so depending on how far the timing jumped, there could be valve damage.
This is a fairly common problem. Micheal answered 5 years ago. Even if I wasn't driving the car
when the chain broke I still could have damage done to my car? When I tried cranking my car up
before the chain broke it crunk up but it made a funny noise and didn't sound right so I
immediately cut it off Gave it a min then tried to start it up again but it wouldn't crank If valves
are bent usually a new, rebuilt or used cylinder head is required, along with head gasket, other
gaskets, coolant and labor. It is not a do it yourself job for most people. I would have the timing
chain and associated parts replaced and see if it fires up and runs. If it doesn't run or runs
poorly a compression test will determine if a valve or valves are bent. A broken timing chain or
belt is never a good thing. Usually it costs lots of money. It is another poor design by GM.
Timing chains should last the life of an engine. Best of luck with it. There is no guaranty and no
way to verify the quality of the parts. I would buy named brand aftermarket of genuine GM parts
only for this engine. No way to tell the cost until repairs are started. Your mechanic should be
able to give you some information. He's probably seen enough of them to know what he's going
to find. If it was just turning over with the starter when the chain failed you may be OK, but if it
actually started you will most likely have bent valves and possibly damaged pistons. Just taking
it apart and diagnosing it can take quite a few hours and then after all that if its not repairable
you have to start over. Used engines for that car are plentiful and not very expensive. There is a
lot of labor to change them out though so be prepared for a big bill. The car is an '07 and its
only an LS so it may not be worth it. It all depends on where you're located. I'm in Canada so
prices are often a lot different than in the US. When I replaced the engine in my '06 I found one
on Kijiiji that the owner had already removed from a car that he had wrecked. I'm sure auto
wreckers have millions of them so do a little negotiating if you go that route. Ok well the
mechanic just came and picked my car up so hopefully I'll know something soon. Tiffany
answered 2 years ago. I was giving a Chevrolet Colbart it needs a timing belt. What do I expect ,
Would this be a major problem for me? It could be. If it failed with the engine running at any sort
of speed it will likely have valve and piston damage and will not be worth repairing. Do proper
diagnostics first before spending money on this car.. GuruT8NVT answered 2 years ago.
GuruC1CB7 answered 2 years ago. Never changed the timing chain or the clutch. The 2. That is
my personal experience. They are great cars and the GM Ecotec engine is indeed a workhorse.
That said, , miles is truly amazing. You've obviously taken very good care of it. Good for you!
Mine's at , and still runs great although the suspension is getting pretty rattley. I've run it a bit
harder than you probably have though. GuruC1CB7 answered about a year ago. Outside of that
no other parts were replaced. Before the Cobalt had a Cavalier with basically the same 2.
Diymechanic37 answered about a year ago. To find out if you bent any valves do a compression
test if it passes then go ahead with the timing chain replacement if it doesn't valve need to be
replaced and see what other things are damaged use a compression tester they have it for
about Guru2BNHC answered 11 months ago. It is not a timing belt lol it is a chain on the 2. If it
broke while u where driving at a good rate of speed u are in trouble! The fix for the Cobalt is can
of gas and a match they are junk. Hey 2BNHC. The original post was 8 years ago, and the last
post was almost a year ago so I'm pretty sure the cars in question were repaired or retired long
ago. The purpose for this forum is for people with some knowledge and experience with cars to
offer helpful advice to others who are experiencing problems. It is not a place to laugh at people
for their lack or knowledge or ridicule their cars. If you have nothing useful to contribute then sit
quietly on the sidelines and learn from those of us who do. Guru6RGB9 answered 10 months
ago. It will both crank and run. The O2 sensor is an emissions component and won't
significantly change the way the car runs. If it won't crank or start there is something else
wrong. Could it have damaged anything because I already bought the new chain and water
pump I'm praying it didn't damage anything because I really need my car for work can someone
please help me with th I had my oil changed two weeks ago, and I noticed that the service
person had wasted oil on my spark plugs. I had it replace and it was running fine. Now, a few
days ago. My car started acting as Heard clicking and buzzing before and then would not lock
into park or any other gear and move. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of

Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Timing
chain broke I think on my Chevy Cobalt LS Coupe only 96, miles when it broke I wasn't driving it
it broked when I went to start it to have it taken to a mechanic and I want to know. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Chevrolet Cobalt - General. Start a new Chevrolet Cobalt question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Cobalt Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. A Chevrolet Cobalt can be a nice option for a vehicle that is known to supply safety on the
road for all who ride in it. If what you seek in a vehicle is to have an extremely dependable car,
the Chevrolet Cobalt might be one of the best vehicles on the road. It's not surprising that
safety and comfort-conscious drivers get how to get the best quality at a reasonable price when
seeking out Chevrolet Cobalt car and van parts. Distinguished by great looks, a Chevrolet does
have an agile handling experience in addition to its famous precision manufacture. When your
main goal out of your ride is to spend a smaller amount of money for fuel, or to get there
quickly, the Chevrolet Cobalt is a type of vehicle that will meet the goals you have set for a
vehicle. The unique styling and great handling of Chevrolet cars give drivers a fast and
protected ride. To raise the power of your automobile's motor, add a few of these optional
components that are especially designed to expand performance. A lot of vehicles, and
particularly those built recently, might use a Chevrolet Cobalt Timing Chain for synching the
crankshaft and cam shaft rather than a standard timing belt. Installing a new Chevrolet Cobalt
Timing Chains will avoid damage and keep the engine running. Even if Chevrolet Cobalt Timing
Chains are more robust than the timing belts made of rubber, they can still fail and cause
catastrophic damage. A Chevrolet Cobalt Timing Chain matches the engine's pistons with the
motion of the cam shaft. They are available for the following Chevrolet Cobalt years: , , , , , , 10,
09, 08, 07, 06, This part is also sometimes called Chevrolet Cobalt Timing Chains. Second
purchase of this product for two different cars. An easy install if you are familiar and
comfortable with engine timing components. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you
an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return
details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with
confidence! Click to Enlarge. Replacement Timing Chain Kit. Important Product Info: Kit
Includes: 1 timing chain links , 1 tensioner, 2 cam sprocket 46 teeth , 1 crank sprocket 23 teeth ,
1 guide rail tensioner guide , 1 guide rail left for cam chain , 1 guide rail upper for cam chain.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Cloyes S Timing Chain Kit. Features: The complete
kits, which meet or exceed OEM performance requirements, ensure a quiet and
maintenance-free experience Cloyes parts are CAD designed and manufactured using premium
materials. Each part is extensively tested and measured for function, fitment, and durability to
ensure optimal performance Cloyes Timing Kits may include camshaft sprockets, crankshaft
sprockets, timing chains, tensioners, and guides Refer to our online catalog for detailed
application-specific information Keep your engine's valve train in perfect time with Cloyes, the
world leader in timing drive systems. Features: Designed for the replacement of worn or
damaged timing chains, tensioners, sprockets, guides, and water pumps, Cloyes timing chain
water pump kits provide professional technicians and do-it-yourself customers with a complete
repair solution Tested in a full operational RPM range with eight different test parameters,
including torque, flow, outlet pressure, temperature, inlet pressure, axis power, efficiency, and
lift Timing chain-driven water pumps should always be replaced at the same time as the timing
chain to reduce warranties, customer comebacks, and preserve long-term system performance
Cloyes parts are CAD designed and manufactured using premium materials. Each part is
extensively tested and measured for function, fitment, and durability to ensure optimal
performance Refer to our online catalog for detailed application-specific information Keep your
engine's valve train in perfect time with Cloyes, the world leader in timing drive systems.
Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Title Engine Timing Chain.
Features: Melling timing chains are provided for most domestic and import vehicle applications.
Timing chain options include both standard and roller chains to provide choices for both OEM
and performance engine installations. Melling timing chains are manufactured using the highest
quality designs, materials and workmanship. From budget to performance build, Melling timing
chains offer you the coverage and choices you desire. Product SKU: Read more reviews. This
parts place is the best way to get the right parts you need to do any project. Catalog: E. Vehicle
Chevrolet Cobalt. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Cobalt. Vehicle Body Engine Chevrolet Cobalt.
Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. While
traditionally the timing belt has been preferred to a timing chain, manufacturers have made the
switch to using timing chains in the past few years. Replacing the timing chain is a complicated

job, and the labor costs can be quite high. Below are some sample costs for having the timing
chain replaced at some of the leading garage chains in the country. Prices will vary from state
to state and from car to car, but they should give you a rough idea of what you can expect to
pay. The timing chain works as the connection between the camshaft and the crankshaft, and
the main responsibility of the chain is to operate the inlet and exhaust valve gear during the
stroke cycle of the piston. The chain keeps these valves opening and closing at specific
intervals, helping the engine to function properly. Until recently, the vast majority of cars were
built to use a timing belt instead of a timing chain. Using a timing belt was usually more cost
effective than using a timing chain, with the only cars opting for the chain being higher-end
sports cars. Recently this trend has actually been in the opposite direction, with the timing
chain taking over as the preferred option. A timing chain will need replaced far less frequently
than a timing belt, resulting in a lower cost to maintain the car for the owner. While a timing
chain will usually last far longer than a timing belt, it will suffer from wear and tear and will need
replaced at some point during the life cycle of the vehicle. Manufacturers were being
increasingly blamed for these problems, which has led many to make the switch from belt to
chain. As a result, car owners need to more aware of what the timing chain is, how to spot a
potential problem with it and how often it should be inspected and replaced. Replacing a timing
belt is a fairly costly repair, so many people would simply sell or trade in their car instead of
having it repaired. In many cases this would result in someone else buying the car and not
being aware of the timing belt problem until it was too late. There are usually a few signs that
the timing chain on your car should be replaced, some more subtle than others. Poor fuel
economy and occasional misfires could be caused by a timing chain issue, as could difficulty
starting the car or the engine making a rattling sound regularly. If you notice any unusual
sounds from the engine or anything out of the ordinary then you should take the car to your
mechanic. By taking the financial hit earl
wiring diagram detroit serie 60
1998 ford powerstroke
youtube picasso
y you can avoid major engine damage which can cost thousands of dollars to repair. Replacing
the timing chain is something which should be carried out by a qualified professional rather
than a repair you attempt at home. The best way of saving money on timing chain replacement
is to have the work done early before it causes any further damage to your engine. Get a few
quotes from garages in your area to see what you can expect to pay, and go with the place that
offers a fair price and which has a good reputation. Below are some example costs for replacing
the timing chain on some of the most popular models in the country. Compare your quote to
other individuals from around the country to make sure you are getting the best deal.
Remember me. Need to book this service? Find a Local Mechanic. Table of Contents. Timing
Chain Costs Submitted By Our Users Compare your quote to other individuals from around the
country to make sure you are getting the best deal. Subscribe to our mailing list.

